Brubeck Writes From Bible
Jazz Expert 'Sings New Song'

By LIBBY IRWIN

"If the AID system gets stuck in Congress, it will be because it ..." (Continued on page 3)

Brubeck, interviewed between rehearsals and sound checks, was staying in an up-scale hotel in Saigon, not far from the border with Laos. He had flown there from Hanoi and was heading for a performance in Ho Chi Minh City.

Brubeck, who has made a career of blending jazz with the music of other cultures, said he was interested in the idea of performing in Vietnam but was concerned about the security situation.

"I want to be sure I'm safe," he said. "I don't want to go into danger."}

NIXON, AIDES SET STRATEGY FOR VIETNAM

Washington -- President Nixon today set the new Vietnam strategy: to seek a "broad" settlement of the war in the fall, to begin a "comprehensive" peace treaty with the communist regimes in the fall, and to begin talks with the North Vietnamese in the fall.

The President said he had decided to seek a "broad" settlement of the war, which would include negotiations with the communist regimes in the fall.

"I want to be sure I'm safe," he said. "I don't want to go into danger."
Dave Brubeck Spans Jazz-Classical Gap

Jazz

Dave Brubeck has a new album out, which is a departure from his previous jazz music. The album features a mix of classical and jazz elements, creating a unique sound that has been praised by critics.

A Smiling, Confident President

The president is seen smiling and confident in the image. This reflects the positive attitude and leadership during that time.

War

There was a significant war happening during that era, which had a significant impact on the country and the world.

Police

The police were actively involved in maintaining order during the war.

Nixon

Richard Nixon was a prominent figure during that time, and his policies had a significant impact on the country.

Weather

The weather conditions were crucial for the war efforts and other aspects of the time.

Rain

The rain caused challenges for various activities and events.

Slick Highways

The highways were slick, which posed challenges for transportation and logistics.

Take Two Lives

Two lives were taken due to the war, highlighting the severity of the situation.

Looking for Low Prices?

IGA

IGA is offering various low-priced items, including fresh fruit and vegetables, as advertised.

Juice

A 46-oz. bottle of juice is priced at 29¢, with a 48-oz. bottle of apple juice at 59¢.

Breasts

Chicken breasts are available at different prices, with the option to choose from various cuts.

BACON

Bacon is available for purchase at different prices, catering to various budgets.

AJAX POWDERED CLEANSER

The Ajax powdered cleanser is advertised at 15¢ for a 21-oz. can and 25¢ for a 41-oz. can.

CHUNK TUNA

Chunk tuna is available at 35¢ for a 14-oz. can.

DINNERS MARGARINE SWEET ROLLS

Sweet rolls are available at 57¢ for a 10¢ roll.

CHEESE CAKE

Cheese cake is available at 69¢ for a slice.

For Oscar Rose

Oscar Rose Junior College is mentioned, providing an educational option.

FALSE TEETH

False teeth are advertised, highlighting a dental product.

IN YOUR LOCAL STORE

Emmer & Sons is mentioned, indicating a local store.

Milk

Milk is available at 57¢, showcasing a dairy product option.

Cheese

Cheese is available at 29¢, providing a cheese option.

Egg Plant

Egg plant is available at 49¢, with various options for purchase.

SALAD CHERNY

Salad cherry tomatoes are available for 29¢.

This week's specials: $7.99

Soccer Seaside Due Reception

A soccer seaside due reception is mentioned, indicating a social event.

DO1 COMING

DO1 is coming, although it is unclear what is being referred to.

SPRING IS HERE!!!

Spring is here, indicating a change in season.

EMMER & SONS

Emmer & Sons is mentioned, indicating a local store option.

DOWNSTAIRS STORE

Downstairs store is mentioned, providing a location option.

2271 MAIN

Address 2271 Main is provided.

5/15/1979

Date is listed as 5/15/1979.
Another View

Crime

Magus’ Miraculously Good

Screenplay True To Plot

Percy Terms Report

‘A Bunch Of Bull’

Thelma Houston

Thelma Houston To Sing At OBU

On Bank Robbings

On Drugs

On Police

On Jobs

On TV, Newspapers

OCU Composer’s Work Scheduled

On Antipiracy

On Schools
Peru Raisses Claim Against IPC By 50 Per Cent

Big Gift Division Collects $147,000 For O&U Program

Hoyt May Flutter Into Hall Of Fame

Unknown Lauhs Eyes NCAA Title

Dickinson Bumped In Sudden Death

FLOYD SQUEEZES HOME

Top Scores

OC Blows 4-0 Lead

Knights Run By Blazers

Gilson Draws 89er Nod
Amateur Landscaping Ruins Effective Downtown Look

Sen. Bellmon Speaker For Medical Parley

Curfew In Effect On Lane's Campus

Putnam City School Voting On Three Levies Tuesday

D1 COMING 27th

SERVICE SPECIAL

Big Savings...
THIS WEEK ONLY

Electronic—Precision
FRONT-END ALIGNMENT

A Must for SAFETY
and Long Tire Life
Regular Goodyear Everyday Low Price $7.50

For New U.S. Roads

GOODYEAR SERVICE STORES
Teens' Decency Rally Stars TV Personality Jackie Gleason

Romania Makes It Clear: No Pact Troops On Border

Broadcasters Urged Media To Fight News Suppression

HST Enjoyed 'Late' Nap

Abandoned Freighter Riding Well Off California Coast

R.B. Wright Dies At 66

Ernest Liebmann Dies; Rites Set

Vital Statistics

Kennedy Set To Recommend SST Financing Deferrment

President's Outlines 'Late' Nap

How's Your Nose for News?
Black Group Claims NIU Riot Credit  
Seven White Students Injured In Affray

Keeping Up The Good Work

Microbiology Society Sets
Norman Meet

Hoffman Defendant
In 2 Gun Counts

With This Coupon
WHEEL BALANCE
Precision balancing by our tire experts will eliminate all unnecessary tire wear. No extra charge for wheel balancing.
$1.69
Per Wheel

With This Coupon
FAMOUS BRAND SHOCK ABSORBERS
Get 4 for the PRICE of 3

With This Coupon
GUARANTEED
BRAKE RELINE
Call us for a free estimate, or any questions regarding brake jobs.
Call 755-1111

For Oscar Rose
JUNIOR COLLEGE

For Mr. and Mrs. S. L. HOFFMAN
2GUN COUNTS

For Michael Foster
40TH BIRTHDAY

For Mr. and Mrs. J. DOUGLAS
60TH WEDDING ANNIVERSARY
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SILVER ANNIVERSARY

For Jane Doe
18TH BIRTHDAY

For Mr. and Mrs. A. SMITH
30TH ANNIVERSARY
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50TH ANNIVERSARY
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21ST BIRTHDAY
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10TH ANNIVERSARY
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25TH BIRTHDAY
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